
Setra HI-410S Himalaya 407141 Analytical Balance 410 x 0.001 g

The Himalaya Series of single range laboratory balances offers extremely high
readability. The six button keyboard affords great flexibility by allowing a choice of
several weighing modes. In addition to units such as grams, ounces and carats,
each 

 

Capacity x Readability 
410 g x 1 mg  

Pan Size 
4.75 in (Diameter) 

Manufature: Setra
SKU: HI-410S 
Weight: 6.00 lb 

Please Call
(800)832-0055 

Features

The Himalaya Series of single range laboratory balances offers extremely high readability. The six
button keyboard affords great flexibility by allowing a choice of several weighing modes. In addition
to units such as grams, ounces and carats, each HI precision balance can display weight as a
percent for use in check weighing and as grams per second to monitor flow rates. 

A user defined unit can be programmed for any unit of measure, such as ml for measuring volume
and $ for measuring value. Each precision balance has a mode key that may be used to select
either a fast or slow display update rate. This key will also lock in a displayed weight, a feature
useful in continuous weighing applications. The print key may be set to transmit data
instantaneously, continuously, or at selected time intervals. 

All precision balances employ our patented, award-winning sensing technology - variable
capacitance. This technology requires few parts allowing the laboratory balances to maintain a low
profile and remain structurally streamlined both inside and out, providing you with better reliability at
a lower price. 

Each laboratory balance is covered by a no-nonsense three year warranty that includes replacement
parts and labor



Specifications

Model HI-410S HI-4100S 
Capacity x
Readability 410 x 0.001 g 4100 x 0.01 g

Part # 407141 407142 
Repeatability ± 0.001 g ± 0.01 g

Linearity ± 0.002 g ± 0.02 g
Keyboard six key six key
Pan Size 4.75" dia 6.25" dia

Cylindrical
Draftshield 3" tall 5.5" dia Glass -

Weighing Units g, oz, ct, %, user unit, user unit/sec. 
Security Lock Kit Optional
Size WxDxH (in.) 7.5 x 10.875 x 5.875 7.5 x 10.875 x 2.5

Interface Bidirectional RS-232
Power 7.2 VDC (120 VAC, 60 Hz adaptor provided)

Optional ACCESSORIES 
DYMO Labelwriter Setra 300 Printer
3 Way Sliding Glass Door Draftshield (model 410 only)*
Cylindrical Draftshield (model 410 only)
Dustcover**
Security Lock Kit***

*3 Way Sliding Glass Door Draftshield - Detachable glass and stainless steel compartment provides
static-free protection from draft-created instability. Three Sliding doors, including a top opening for
tall vessels makes it easy to fill to a desired weight. For use on 200 and 410 gram balances only 

** Dustcover: Chemically resistant rubber membrane cover protects balance from powder dust and
spills. 

*** Security Lock Kit: Secure your balance to a bench or table top. Combination lock (not provided)
can be used to permit removal of instruments. 
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